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Abstract
The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a B lymphotropic virus that infects the majority of the human

population. All EBV strains transform B lymphocytes, but some strains, such as M81, also

induce spontaneous virus replication. EBV encodes 22 microRNAs (miRNAs) that form a

cluster within the BART region of the virus and have been previously been found to stimu-

late tumor cell growth. Here we describe their functions in B cells infected by M81. We

found that the BART miRNAs are downregulated in replicating cells, and that exposure of B

cells in vitro or in vivo in humanized mice to a BART miRNA knockout virus resulted in an

increased proportion of spontaneously replicating cells, relative to wild type virus. The

BART miRNAs subcluster 1, and to a lesser extent subcluster 2, prevented expression of

BZLF1, the key protein for initiation of lytic replication. Thus, multiple BART miRNAs coop-

erate to repress lytic replication. The BART miRNAs also downregulated pro- and anti-apo-

ptotic mediators such as caspase 3 and LMP1, and their deletion did not sensitize B-cells to

apoptosis. To the contrary, the majority of humanized mice infected with the BART miRNA

knockout mutant developed tumors more rapidly, probably due to enhanced LMP1 expres-

sion, although deletion of the BART miRNAs did not modify the virus transforming abilities

in vitro. This ability to slow cell growth could be confirmed in non-humanized immunocom-

promized mice. Injection of resting B cells exposed to a virus that lacks the BART miRNAs

resulted in accelerated tumor growth, relative to wild type controls. Therefore, we found that

the M81 BART miRNAs do not enhance B-cell tumorigenesis but rather repress it. The

repressive effects of the BART miRNAs on potentially pathogenic viral functions in infected

B cells are likely to facilitate long-term persistence of the virus in the infected host.
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Author Summary

The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infects more than 90% of the human adult population.
Although EBV usually causes an asymptomatic infection, it is oncogenic in a small propor-
tion of infected individuals. EBV produces a large number of microRNAs, a type of RNA
that controls the production of their proteins though multiple mechanisms. We addressed
the role played by the BART microRNAs, a subgroup of the EBV microRNAs, by generat-
ing a virus that lacks them and by comparing the characteristics of this modified virus
with those of the unmodified virus. We found that the BART microRNAs cooperate to
curb EBV multiplication, both in infected cells and in humanized mice. Furthermore, the
BART miRNAs did not potentiate EBV’s ability to form tumors in different types of mice,
some of which are unable to mount an immune reaction against the virus, as could have
been expected from the literature. This can be explained at the molecular level by the abil-
ity of the BART microRNAs to downregulate the synthesis of multiple cellular and viral
proteins, among which caspase 3 and LMP1, two essential modulator of cell death and cell
proliferation, are likely to play an important role in the outcome of the virus infection.
Thus, the BART microRNAs negatively impact on two essential viral functions, probably
to maintain a balance between the virus and its host.

Introduction
The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a strongly B lymphotropic virus that infects the majority of
the world human population and is associated with the development of malignant tumors,
mainly lymphomas and carcinomas of the nasopharynx (NPC) and of the stomach [1]. Shortly
after infection, B cells start to divide and generate continuously growing cell lines, commonly
termed lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) [2]. Infected cells express a set of latent proteins
ascribed to subfamilies known as Epstein-Barr virus nuclear antigens (EBNA) and latent mem-
brane proteins (LMP), most of which are essential or strongly potentiate the B cell transforma-
tion process [1]. EBV also encodes 44 miRNAs that are divided into two clusters located
around the BHRF1 gene (BHRF1 miRNAs) or within the introns of the BART gene (BART
miRNAs) [3–5]. Viruses devoid of the BHRF1 miRNA locus are less transforming than their
wild type counterparts [6–9]. Indeed, a recombinant virus that lacks this cluster retains only 1/
20th of the wild type transforming capacity [8].

The BART miRNAs are present in all EBV-infected cells, but their expression level is up to
hundred times higher in epithelial cells than in infected B lymphocytes, suggesting that they
exert their main function in the former type of cells [5,10]. EBV-associated carcinomas pro-
duce only a restricted number of latent proteins but also the BART miRNAs, making these
non-coding RNAs prime suspects in the transformation process [11]. Indeed, miR-BART9 and
miR-BART7-3p have been found to promote metastasis of NPC cells [12,13]. Reciprocally,
anti-miR-BART7-3p reduced tumor growth in an animal model [13]. In the same vein,
miR-BART3� was found to target the tumor suppressor gene DICE1 in NPC cells [14]. In the
primary B cell system, Vereide et al. used a B95-8 EBV strain virus with a reconstituted BART
locus to show that the BART miRNAs also improve the transforming abilities of the virus [9].

The BART miRNAs have been found to regulate apoptosis by targeting pro-apoptotic pro-
teins such as PUMA and BIM in epithelial cells [15,16]. A photoactivatable ribonucleoside-
enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP) screening of the EBV-positive
NPC cell line C666 revealed that the antiapoptotic properties of the BART miRNAs can be
ascribed to the direct targeting of 10 pro-apoptotic proteins in these cells [17]. The BART
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miRNAs have also been suggested to act as repressors of EBV lytic replication in B cell or epi-
thelial cell lines induced with drugs such as TPA. MiR-BART6, through its ability to target
DICER, and miR-BART20-5p through targeting of BZLF1, control entry into the EBV lytic
replication phase [18,19]. MiR-BART18-5p also controls the onset of replication in anti-Ig-
treated Akata Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines and in LCLs induced by TPA through its ability to
target the expression of MAP3K2 [20]. This is in agreement with the view that EBV-infected B
cells hardly replicate the virus and are mainly latent, whilst infected epithelial cells are the main
sites of replication [2]. These data have frequently been collated in tumor cells or in LCLs
infected by viruses that carry a partial deletion of the BART miRNAs and might not extend to
strains with an intact locus, in particular in vivo. Furthermore, the view that LCLs are primarily
latent and must be stimulated to produce virus is restricted to viral strains close to B95-8. We
have recently shown that M81, a viral strain that carries a high degree of homology with viruses
found in NPC and that infects a substantial proportion of the Chinese population, induces a
high degree of spontaneous virus replication upon infection of primary B cells [21]. Impor-
tantly, this virus carries an intact BART locus. Both features render M81 a suitable experimen-
tal system to study the function of the BART locus in infected primary B cells. Here we report
the phenotypic traits of a set of viruses that are devoid of different subsets of the BART miRNA
cluster in the fully permissive M81-based replication system.

Results

The BARTmiRNAs locus represses lytic replication in transformed B cell
lines
We set out to determine the role of the BART miRNAs by infecting B cells with a virus devoid
of this locus. To this end, we sequentially deleted the BART subcluster 1 (M81/ΔC1), subcluster
2 (M81/ΔC1C2) and miR-BART-2 (M81/ΔAll) (S1 Fig). Importantly, this mutant retains intact
RPMS1, LF1 and LF2 exons. We then generated a revertant virus by reintroducing the com-
plete BART locus in M81/ΔAll (M81/ΔAll/rev). We also individually deleted the subcluster 2
or miR-BART2 in the wild type genome to generate M81/ΔC2 and M81/Δb2 (S1 Fig). All these
recombinants were stably introduced into 293 cells to generate producer cells lines that carry
intact copies of the mutants, and were accordingly termed 293/M81/ΔAll et cetera (S1 Fig). We
began by infecting B cells isolated from the peripheral blood with M81, M81/ΔAll and M81/
ΔAll/rev to generate a panel of lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs). We measured BART miRNA
expression in these cells for miR-BART1-3p, miR-BART7� and miR-BART2-5p that are
expressed at good levels in these LCLs and are representative of each BART subcluster [22].
This confirmed that the cells infected by the mutants did not express the miRNAs that had
been deleted (S2A Fig). Although the construction of the ΔAll mutant left the LF1, LF2 and
LF3 genes intact, we also quantified expression of the BART mRNA by RT-PCR in LCLs gener-
ated with M81/ΔAll or wild type M81. This assay revealed that the transcript is produced in
cells infected by the ΔAll mutant, on average at marginally higher levels relative to wild type
(S2B Fig). However, the difference was not statistically significant (S2B Fig). We then assessed
lytic replication in the LCL panel as we previously reported that M81 spontaneously replicates
in B cells [21]. We first gauged BZLF1 by western blot in 18 donors (Fig 1A and S3 Fig). These
assays revealed that expression of this protein is enhanced by an average 3.4 fold in the absence
of the BART miRNAs, compared to LCLs infected with wild type EBV or the M81/ΔAll rever-
tant. In two of these cases (samples F and I), the BZLF1 expression was very close or even
higher in the LCL infected by the wild type virus (S3A Fig). We then attempted to complement
the phenotype of LCLs transformed by M81/ΔAll by transfecting them with a plasmid that
encodes all BART miRNAs with the exception of miR-BART-b2, as well as a truncated nerve
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Fig 1. The deletion of BARTmiRNAs enhances BZLF1 expression in infected B cells. (A) We performed immunoblot analyses on LCLs transformed
with M81, M81/ΔAll or its revertant with antibodies specific for BZLF1 and actin. The upper picture shows the results of this assay for three different donors.
The relative intensity of the signals were quantified using the ImageJ software and are given as a graph of bars. (B) A LCL transformed by M81/ΔAll was
stably transfected with a plasmid that encodes a truncated form of NGFR and both BART-miRNA clusters (C1C2) or with a plasmid that encodes NGFR only
(empty). After 30 days, the NGFR-positive cells were purified with a specific antibody. We determined the BART-miRNA expression in these cells relative to
M81 LCL (left panel) and their BZLF1 protein expression (right panel). (C) This figure depicts the BZLF1 expression pattern in LCLs transformed by M81 or
M81/ΔAll as determined by immunofluorescence staining. One staining example is shown in the top pictures, whilst the percentage of BZLF1-positive cells in
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growth factor receptor (NGFR) that is expressed at the surface of transfected cells, or with a
control vector. We first used qPCR to confirm that NGFR antibody-purified cells transfected
with the BART miRNAs express them, as shown in Fig 1B, and then performed a western blot
with the same cells. Cells transfected with the BART expression vector exhibited lower levels of
BZLF1 protein than those transfected with control plasmids, confirming that expression of the
BZLF1 protein is modulated by the BART miRNAs.

We then performed immunofluorescence stains (IF) with the same antibody at different time
points that showed that the number of BZLF1-positive cells was, on average, 2 to 3 times higher
in cells infected with the BARTmiRNA KOmutant, relative to wild type controls (p<0.02) (Fig
1C). However, the intensity of the staining at the single cell level was not significantly stronger
in BZLF1-positive cells. To confirm this observation, we performed a western blot with protein
extracts from LCLs infected with the M81/ΔAll mutant or wild type virus, normalized by the
number of BZLF1-positive cells in the LCL infected by the wild type control, as determined by
IF (Fig 1D). Thus, these samples contained approximately the same number of BZLF1-positive
B cells. Both samples generated BZLF1 signals of similar intensity, confirming that the replicat-
ing cells from LCLs infected by wild type or ΔAll mutants produce similar amounts of the
BZLF1 protein. A RT-qPCR with BZLF1-specific primers performed on the LCL panel revealed
that mRNA BZLF1 expression was higher in the LCLs infected with the miRNAmutant, partic-
ularly 40 days after infection but did not exceed a factor of 2.5 over time (Fig 1E). Taking into
account that excision of the BARTmiRNAs results in an increase of the number of BZLF1-posi-
tive cells but not in an increase in protein expression at the single cell level, the likeliest explana-
tion for the enhanced BZLF1 mRNA production is that an increased number of cell produced it,
although a direct effect of the BARTmiRNAs on RNA stability could have contributed to this
process. Altogether, we conclude that the BARTmiRNAs contribute to the repression of sponta-
neous reactivation of the lytic cycle in infected cells, but that their absence does not substantially
increase BZLF1 protein expression in the individual replicating cells.

We then studied expression of the BZLF1 protein over time. B cells infected by a virus that
lacks BZLF1 and BRLF1 (ΔZR) served as a negative control [21]. We performed immunoblots
at day 22, 43 and 84 dpi that showed an overall decrease in the expression of this protein. How-
ever, the LCLs infected with the M81/ΔAll remained longer strongly BZLF1-positive (Fig 1F).
We assessed the consequences of increased BZLF1 expression by staining the infected LCLs
with antibodies against gp350. Both the western blot and the IF stains showed a higher number
of gp350-positive cells in cells infected with the ΔAll mutant than in those infected with the wild
type virus (Fig 2A and 2B). It is important to note that the large majority of the viruses that are
produced by the replicating cells bind to their neighbor B cells, some of which become covered
with gp350-positive signals, making it difficult to distinguish them from producer cells [21].
Thus, the results presented here include both types of gp350-positive cells. We also measured
the viral copy numbers in supernatants from LCLs by qPCR and found them clearly increased
in those from LCLs generated with M81/ΔAll (Fig 2C). We then infected primary B cells with
these LCL supernatants at low cell density to prove that the increased viral titers were a

LCLs frommultiple B-cell donors at different days post infection (dpi) is given in the scatter plot underneath. The p values obtained from paired t tests
performed with LCLs infected by the two types of virus are given. Both pictures were taken at the same magnification and replicating cells appear larger,
presumably as the result of cytopathic effects induced by the lytic replication. (D) This western blot analysis was performed with protein lysates from LCLs
generated with M81 or M81/ΔAll that contain the same number of BZLF1-positive cells and stained with a BZLF1-specific and an actin-specific antibody. (E)
We used qPCR with a BZLF1-specfic Taqman probe to determine the BZLF1 mRNA levels in LCLs transformed with M81 and M81/ΔAll. The graph of bars
shows the ratio between the expression levels in the 2 types of LCLs at different time points post-infection. (F) This immunoblot shows the variation of BZLF1
protein expression in B cells infected with wild type virus or with the BARTmiRNA knockout mutant over a period of 76 days. Actin staining was used as a
loading control. An LCL generated with the same B cells and a virus depleted with lytic transactivators BZLF1 and BRLF1 (M81ΔZR) served as a negative
control. Please also see S1, S2 and S3 Figs.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g001
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Fig 2. The deletion of BARTmiRNAs enhances virus production in infected B cells. (A) This figure shows a western blot analysis performed a different
time points on B cells from the same donor transformed with M81, M81/ΔAll or ΔZR with antibodies specific for gp350 and actin. The upper picture shows
expression of gp350 and of its alternative spliced form gp220 in these LCLs. The relative intensity of the signals was quantified using the ImageJ software
and is depicted in a graph of bars. (B) We generated LCLs by exposing B cells from 6 different donors to M81 or M81/ΔAll. These cells were immunostained
with antibodies specific for gp350 as exemplified in the top pictures. The adjacent scatter plot shows the percentage of gp350-positive cells, including cells
producing gp350 and B cells covered by virions, in these LCLs at different days post infection. The figure also shows the p values obtained from paired t tests
performed with the two types of LCLs. (C) We quantified the EBV DNA load in supernatants from three couple of LCLs obtained by infection with M81 or M81/
ΔAll by qPCR and show the results in this scatterplot. The p values of paired t tests performed with the different types of supernatants are indicated. (D) This
graph gives the result of B-cell transformation assays that were performed by exposing primary B cells to supernatants from three different LCLs obtained
with M81 or M81/ΔAll virions.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g002
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consequence of enhanced virus production. Indeed, this assay showed an increase in the number
of outgrowing clones after treatment with supernatants from the M81/ΔAll LCL, although the
efficiency of transformation widely varied between different supernatants (Fig 2D).

Deletion of the BARTmiRNAs reduces recruitment of BZLF1 mRNA to
the RISC
MiRNAs typically modulate expression of target genes by forming the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC) that includes miRNAs, their mRNA targets and a member of the Argonaute
family of proteins. Therefore, we tested whether the deletion of the BART miRNAs modifies
the recruitment of BZLF1 mRNA to the RISC. We began by measuring the expression levels of
DICER in cells lacking the BART miRNAs, as this protein has been suggested as a target of the
BART miRNAs [19]. A western blot performed on three pairs of LCLs generated from three
different blood donors and infected with either M81 or M81/ΔAll showed an increase in
DICER protein expression (Fig 3A). However, we gauged the expression levels of three cellular
miRNAs expressed in B cells but could not identify any differences between LCLs transformed
with wild type EBV or with the ΔAll mutant (Fig 3B). We conclude that the impact of the
BART miRNAs on DICER in infected B cells has no generalized and pronounced functional
consequences. We performed RISC immunoprecipitations in couples of LCLs infected with
wild type or ΔAll mutant using an antibody directed against Ago2 (S4A Fig) and measured
mRNA expression by qPCR in the precipitates. We assessed the efficacy of this protocol by
comparing expression of the EBV miR-BHRF1 miRNAs in the Ago2 antibody precipitate with
the expression in untreated LCLs. This assay showed more than 10000-fold enrichment of this
miRNA after immunoprecipitation (S4B Fig). An immunoprecipitation with an antibody
directed against BrdU performed in parallel measured the non-specific background mRNA
recovery. We measured the expression levels of GAPDH, HPRT, IPO7, LMP1 and BZLF1
mRNAs in the RISC of LCLs transformed with M81 or M81/ΔAll. GAPDH expression levels
were used to normalize for mRNA recovery, HPRT has previously found not to be recruited in
the RISC by BARTs, whereas the IPO7 mRNA is a previously validated BART target [9,23–25].
We also quantified expression of these mRNAs in infected cells. Comparison with the expres-
sion levels obtained after immunoprecipitation determines the efficacy of recruitment to the
RISC. A prerequisite for this analysis is that the number of mRNA molecules than can be
recruited to the RISC does not vary too much between the cells, so as to exclude saturation
effects. However, we have seen that the increase in BZLF1 protein expression results from an
increased number of replicating cells that all produce the protein at approximately the same
level. Thus, it is unlikely that the BZLF1 mRNA expression level and recruitment to the RISC
will vary significantly between different replicating cells.

The results of these experiments are given in Fig 3C and 3D, respectively. They first show the
relative amounts of mRNAs in the RISC after subtraction of the background generated by the
BrdU antibody. This experiment shows that BZLF1, LMP1, and to a lesser extent IPO7 mRNAs
are more abundant in the RISC of LCLs infected with M81 wild type virus. In contrast, the levels
of HPRT mRNAs in the RISC were similar in LCLs infected with either type of virus (Fig 3C).
We then calculated the level of enrichment of these mRNAs into the RISC by comparing expres-
sion levels after Ago2 immunoprecipitation or in untreated cells (Fig 3D). This figure clearly
shows that the relative recruitment in the LCLs infected with wild type viruses was more effi-
cient for BZLF1, LMP1 and IPO7 than for HPRT. We conclude that the BART miRNAs recruit
the first three mRNAs to the RISC. However, these genes are still detectable in the RISC of LCLs
infected with the ΔAll mutant. Therefore, other miRNAs, presumably miRNAs of cellular ori-
gin, recruit these mRNAs to the RISC. We wished to confirm these results by performing
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Fig 3. ThemiR-BART control expression of DICER and recruit BZLF1mRNAs to the RISC. (A) LCLs generated with B cells from independent donors
exposed to M81 and M81/ΔAll were subjected to western blot analysis with an antibody specific for DICER. Actin was used as a loading control. The intensity
of the observed signals was quantified with the ImageJ software. The results of this assay are shown in a graph of bars and are given relative to the
expression in LCLs transformed by wild type M81. (B) We used stem loop qPCR to gauge the expression levels of cellular miRNAs in LCLs transformed by
M81 or M81/ΔAll. (C and D) RISC immunoprecipitation in LCLs generated with M81 and M81/ΔAll. We measured the expression levels of the GADPH,
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luciferase reporter assays. To this end, we constructed a pGL4.5-based luciferase reporter plas-
mid that carries the BZLF1 3’UTR. We also fused the luciferase gene to the BALF5 3’UTR that
has previously been reported to be directly targeted by BART-2 miRNA [26]. The luciferase
expression plasmid devoid of 3’UTR was used as a negative control. These plasmids were
cotransfected with a rat-CD2 expression plasmid into two independent sets of LCLs generated
with either of M81 andM81/ΔAll to determine the transfection efficiency and allow normaliza-
tion. We measured the luciferase activity in transfected cells and found that the luciferase activ-
ity for both plasmids carrying the BZLF1 or the BALF5 3’UTR was reduced by 40 to 60% in the
wild type LCL, relative to the LCL generated with the ΔAll mutant (Fig 3E), a result previously
reported for BALF5 [26]. The control plasmid pGL4.5 showed no major difference in expression
(Fig 3E). These results suggest that M81 LCLs recruit more BZLF1 mRNA to the RISC than
M81/ΔAll LCLs by targeting the BZLF1 3’UTR. However, the low transfection rates achieved in
LCLs (1 to 2%) indicate that we should exercise caution when interpreting these results

Lytically replicating cells express lower levels of EBVmiRNAs than non-
replicating counterparts
The data gathered so far indicated that the BART miRNAs repress lytic replication in primary
B cells. However, B cells infected with wild type EBV undergo lytic replication, although these
cells can express the BART miRNAs. This paradox could be resolved if the expression levels of
the BART miRNAs differed in replicating and non-replicating cells. To address this question,
we constructed a virus that encodes a truncated version of the CD2 molecule, whose expression
is driven by the viral EA-D promoter. Thus, infected B cells undergoing lytic replication
express CD2 at their cell surface and can be immunocaptured by a specific antibody. We quan-
tified BZLF1 expression in the CD2-positive and CD2-negative populations using quantitative
RT-PCR (Fig 4A). As expected, we found that only CD2-positive cells produced BZLF1 at the
RNA and protein level. This implies that cells that expressed the BZLF1 mRNA also expressed
the BZLF1 protein, ie these mRNAs are not subjected to massive miRNA interference. We then
quantified the expression profile of some viral and cellular miRNAs in these 2 cell populations.
We found that replicating cells expressed approximately 2 times less BART miRNAs and 3
times less BHRF1 miRNAs than non-replicating cells (Fig 4B). Thus, there is an inverse rela-
tionship between EBV miRNA and BZLF1 expression. However, the cellular miRNAs were
expressed at the same level irrespective of the replication status of the infected cells, suggesting
that these cells did not globally downregulate miRNA synthesis (Fig 4C).

The BART cluster 1 plays a predominant role but cluster 2 is also
involved in the control of lytic replication
Altogether, the previous results demonstrated that the BART miRNA repress spontaneous
expression of BZLF1 in vitro and that their deletion enhances full productive lytic replication

HPRT, BZLF1, LMP1 and IPO7 mRNAs in untreated cells or after immunoprecipitation with an anti-Ago2 antibody or with a BrdU-specific antibody. The
expression of HPRT, BZLF1, LMP1 and IPO7 mRNAs were first normalized to GADPH levels. Fig 3C shows the ratio of the values obtained after
immunoprecipitation with the anti-Ago2 antibody with those obtained with a BrdU-specific antibody in three experiments and Fig 3D show the values of the
same experiment normalized to the mRNA expression levels in untreated total mRNAs. (E) Luciferase activity assays were performed in triplicate for 2 sets of
independent LCLs generated with M81 or M81/ΔAll. We cotransfected a plasmid that encodes the rat-CD2 protein together with luciferase expression
plasmids. The latter included the unmodified luciferase vector (Luc2) or a luciferase expression plasmid fused with the 3’UTR of BZLF1 (Luc2-BZLF1 3UTR)
or BALF5 (Luc2-BALF5 3’UTR). We performed luciferase assays 48 hours post-electroporation and the recorded values were normalized to the percentage
of CD2-positive cells that had been determined by immunofluorescence staining. The graph shows the ratios of luciferase activity between M81 and M81/
ΔAll LCLs for each transfected plasmid. Error bars indicate standard deviation for the values obtained in the three technical replicates. We show the results of
statistical analyses performed by two-tailed student t-test (* indicates p<0.05 and ** indicates p<0.01).

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g003
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with virion production. However, the BART cluster is very large and we wished to learn the
respective contribution of its subclusters. Therefore, we quantified BZLF1 expression in LCLs
transformed with M81/ΔC1, M81/ΔC2 and M81/Δb2 from 2 independent blood samples at
two different time points (Fig 5A, 5B and S5 Fig). These experiments showed that BZLF1
expression is higher in LCLs obtained by infection with M81/ΔC1 than in controls. Although
we found no evidence for increased BZLF1 expression in M81/ΔC2, both M81/ΔC1 and M81/

Fig 4. Replicating cells produce lower levels of EBV viral miRNAs than non-replicating counterparts. (A) CD2-positive cells were isolated from LCLs
generated with a M81 mutant that expresses a truncated form of rat CD2 behind an EA-D-responsive promoter. CD2-positive or CD2-negative cell
populations were submitted to RT-qPCR to assess BZLF1 mRNA expression (top graph) and to a western blot analysis with a BZLF1-specific antibody
(Bottom picture). (B) The scatter plot shows expression of 6 viral microRNAs extracted from CD2-positive or CD2-negative cell populations obtained from 6
different LCLs generated with the CD2-expressing virus. (C) The experiment described in (B) was repeated with 3 cellular miRNAs expressed in EBV-
transformed B cells. P values lower than 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 obtained after paired t-student tests are indicated as *, **, ***, and **** in the figure.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g004
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ΔC2 LCLs expressed BZLF1 less strongly than M81/ΔAll and M81/ΔC1C2, and this effect
remained visible after 101 days of culture. LCLs infected with M81/Δb2 were indistinguishable
from the wild type controls in terms of BZLF1 expression, although this miRNA has been sug-
gested to control the onset of lytic replication [26]. However, we measured the expression of

Fig 5. ThemiRNA subcluster1 is mainly but not exclusively responsible for the control of BZLF1 expression. The figure showsWestern blot analyses
of LCLs generated with M81, M81/ΔAll, M81/ΔC1, M81/ΔC2, M81/ΔC1C2, M81/Δb2, M81/ΔZR with a BZLF1-specific antibody. The LCLs were stained at 42
(A) and 101 (B) days post-infection. The relative intensity of the signals were quantified using the ImageJ software and are also displayed as a graph of bars.
One more sample is shown in S5 Fig. (C) and (D) We determined BALF5 expression level in multiple LCLs transformed with M81 and M81/ΔAll (C) and M81/
Δb2 by western blot (D), and depict the results as a graph of bars after Image J quantification. All LCLs shown in (C) and (D) were investigated between 40–
43 days post infection.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g005
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BALF5 in LCLs infected with M81/ΔAll or M81/Δb2 or wild type controls and found that the
expression of BALF5 is indeed increased in LCLs generated with the mutant, particularly in
those that carry M81/ΔAll (Fig 5C and 5D). However, the increased expression of BALF5 in
the LCLs infected with the M81/Δb2 virus does not result from an increased replication in
these cells as shown by the unchanged BZLF1 expression in LCLs generated by a virus that
lacks miR-BART-2 (Fig 5A and 5B).

The BARTmiRNA cluster regulates lytic replication and cell growth in
vivo
We wished to complete the phenotypic analysis of the M81/ΔAll mutant by infecting human-
ized mice. We infected 7 mice intraperitoneally with the mutant and 5 with its wild type coun-
terparts and measured blood viral titers 5 weeks post-infection (Fig 6A). The titers were much
higher in 4 out of 7 mice infected with M81/ΔAll than in the positive controls at early time
point (Fig 6A). Furthermore, animals infected with the mutant showed signs of wasting (loss of
weight, apathy, food refusal, ruffled hair) and four of them had to be euthanized approximately
at week 6, 2 weeks before the planned termination of the experiment. This phenomenon was
not seen in mice infected with wild type virus and is statistically significant (0/5 in
M81-infected versus 4/7 in M81/ΔAll-infected mice; p = 0.019 by one-tailed Chi-square test).
To allow comparison with wild type infected mice, we euthanized one of these mice at the
same time. Whilst gross examination of the organs showed large neoplastic nodules in the
spleen of infected with the M81/ΔAll mutant, there were only a few interspersed EBER-positive
cells in the spleen of the animal infected with wild type virus. The remaining mice survived
until week 8 without signs of animal suffering at which time they were euthanized. Both mice
infected with wild type M81 and those infected with the ΔAll mutant showed tumors in the
spleen or tumors in the pancreas for 3 animals (Fig 6B and Table 1). Although the mice were
not all investigated at the same time, we found that 3 out of 5 mice infected with wild type M81
and 7 out of 7 mice infected with M81/ΔAll had macroscopic tumors and the difference
between the 2 groups of animals is statistically significant (Fig 6H and Table 1). Animals with
tumors in the pancreas tended to have lower virus titers than those with tumors in the spleen,
possibly because the tumor cells in this case have more restricted access to the blood circula-
tion. Histological examination of the above-described neoplastic infiltrates readily confirmed
the presence of activated lymphoid cells that proved to be EBER-positive (Fig 6B). We also
found histological evidence of EBV-positive diffuse B cell infiltration of variable intensity after
infection with M81/ΔAll and wild type EBV in other organs such as the liver, or the pancreas
(Fig 6B and Table 1). The density of EBER-positive cells in these organs was similar in mice
infected with wild type or with the mutant, although there was great variation in the concentra-
tion of EBV-positive cells in the lymphoid tissues between animals infected with the same virus
strain (Fig 6B–6E). We then stained histological sections of the tissues infiltrated with tumor
cells for BZLF1 and gp350. All infected tissues contained cells expressing both the early and the
late marker of lytic replication but the ratio between EBER and BZLF1 or EBER and gp350
proved to be globally higher in the mice infected with the virus devoid of the BART miRNAs.
However, the differences in BZLF1 expression between the two viruses, that proved to be statis-
tically significant, were more pronounced than for gp350 that indeed failed to reach statistical
significance (Fig 6D and 6E). One possible explanation for this result is that dead gp350-posi-
tive cells are rapidly eliminated in vivo but not in vitro. We also attempted to generate LCLs
with the serum from euthanized animals. However, we could generate only one LCL with the
serum from a mouse infected with WT virus that did not display the highest viral titers. We
conclude that the viral DNAmeasured in the serum does not derive from infectious virions,
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Fig 6. Deletion of the BARTmiRNAs enhances spontaneous lytic replication and tumor progression in the humanized mice model. Viral titers in
peripheral blood of infected mice were determined by quantitative PCR at (A) 5 weeks post-infection. (B) The pictures show tumors that developed in the
spleen. Continuous tissue sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), immunostained with antibodies specific for BZLF1, gp350, LMP1,
EBNA2, or subjected to an in situ hybridization with an EBER-specific probe. Among five M81-Wt-infected mice, 3 mice (referred to as group I) had very few
whilst the other 2 mice (referred to as group II) exhibited a higher percentage of BZLF1-positive cells. (C) The number of EBER positive cells per 0.04μm2
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but rather probably from decayed infected cells. This observation is concordant with the fact
that free virions are captured by B cells [21]. We also stained the tissues for LMP1 and EBNA2
expression and found that, although immunohistochemistry is not an entirely reliable quanti-
tative assay, mice infected with ΔAll express LMP1 at much higher levels than mice infected
with wild type viruses (Fig 6B). However, the percentage of infected cells that expressed LMP1
or EBNA2 among the EBV-infected population showed no difference between wild type- and
ΔAll-infected mice (Fig 6F and 6G). We then attempted to confirm these observations in
another set of non-humanized immuno-compromised mice. The rationale behind this experi-
ment was to evaluate cell growth in the absence of a functional immune system that might
reduce cell growth, particularly in mice infected with the ΔAll mutant that produces more lytic
antigens. To this end, we injected i.p. two sets of independent peripheral B cells exposed to
wild type or ΔAll viruses. In that case, we terminated the experiment at week 5 to exclude
tumor overgrowth and allow more direct comparison between tumor burdens. We found that
7 out of 7 animals infected with ΔAll developed macroscopically visible tumors, mainly in the

(surface of the field at high magnification) is given in this boxplot. (D-G) The boxplots display the ratio between (D) BZLF1-, (E) gp350-, (F) LMP1-, or (G)
EBNA2-positive cells versus EBER-positive cells. The data collected from the mice euthanized at week 5 are shown as open squares. (H) This graph shows
the tumor incidence for humanized mice investigated in this study. We used a one-tailed Chi-square analysis in figure H and two-tailed unpaired student t test
for all other results.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g006

Table 1. Macroscopic and histological features in EBV-infected humanized mice.

Length of infection (in
weeks)

Mouse
tag

Spleen weight
(mg)

EBV+ tumors Degree of EBV
+ lymphoid infiltration in

organs

Spleen Other organs Liver Kidney Pancreas

Size of the cut section
(mm)

Location Size of the cut
section (mm)

6 M81-1 140 - - - - - -

8 M81-2 109.3 3X4 Pancreas 3X3 + + - + + +

8 M81-3 430.2 7X5,4X3,3X3 - - + + + - -

8 M81-4 112 3X3 - - + + + + -

8 M81-5 183.8 - - - + + - -

6 M81ΔAll-1 285.3 3X4 - - + + + + -

6 M81/ΔAll-
2

306.4 3x3, 3x3 - - + + + + + + + +

6 M81/ΔAll-
3

428 6X5,5X5 - - + + + - -

6 M81/ΔAll-
4

155 2X3;2X1 - - + + + - + +

8 M81/ΔAll-
5

51.6 Pancreas 3x2 + + - + + +

8 M81/ΔAll-
6

234.4 2X2,4X3, 4X4 - - + + + + + -

8 M81/ΔAll-
7

87 - Pancreas 5X5 + - + + +

Evaluation area is 0.04μm2 corresponding to Fig 6B

+: Less than 10 EBV-infected cells per high power microscopic field

++: Between 10 and 100 infected cells per high power microscopic field

+++: More than 100 infected cells per high power microscopic field

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.t001
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pancreas and to a lesser extent in the kidney and liver, compared to 3 out of 7 in animals
infected with wild type virus (S6A Fig and S1 Table). Importantly, the tumor burden was much
higher in mice infected with the ΔAll knockout and these differences were statistically signifi-
cant (S6B Fig). Whilst the tumor burden concentrated in the spleen in humanized mice, this
organ was spared in the non-humanized counterparts, as was expected in the absence of
human hematopoietic transplantation. There was no difference in the incidence of tumors
between the mice groups infected with the 2 different B cell samples. As previously observed,
the tumor cells expressed EBER, EBNA2, LMP1, BZLF1 and gp350 (S6C–S6H Fig). Here again
there was no statistical difference in the density of EBER-positive cells within the tumors. In
the same vein, the percentage of EBNA2-positive cells was similar in either type of virus infec-
tion and lytic replication was clearly stronger in mice infected with M81/ΔAll. There was, how-
ever, a difference in the proportion of EBER-positive cells expressing LMP1, the latter being
higher in mice infected with M81/ΔAll, suggesting that these cells were selected against in
immunocompetent mice. As was the case in humanized mice, the proportion of strongly
LMP1-positive cells was much higher in mice infected with M81/ΔAll (S6C Fig). In summary,
animals infected with a virus that lacks the BART miRNAs showed increased spontaneous lytic
replication and frequently accelerated tumor formation in vivo, accompanied by increased
LMP1 production.

B cells infected with a virus devoid of BART miRNAs display a complex
apoptotic status and modulate the expression of pro- and anti-apoptotic
molecules
The accelerated tumor growth in animals infected with the ΔAll mutant could be explained by
a shorter doubling time of B cells infected with this virus. Therefore, we assessed the transform-
ing ability of M81/ΔAll at low cell density and low MOI. We infected primary B cells from 5
independent peripheral blood donors and did not find any difference in transforming ability
between wild type and mutant viruses (S7 Fig). We also used western blot to quantify expres-
sion of latent genes implicated in B cell growth. We found no difference in EBNA2, EBNA3A,
or LMP2 expression. However, EBNA3B and EBNA3C were expressed at mildly higher levels
in 3 out of 4 LCLs infected with the virus devoid of the BART miRNAs (Fig 7A). Western blots
performed with a LMP1-specific antibody showed a clearly increased expression of this protein
in 3 out of 4 cell samples infected with ΔAll mutant, relative to wild type controls. We also
assessed LMP1 expression in 3 additional LCL triplets that were generated with wild type M81,
the ΔAll mutant and the ΔAll revertant and found that LMP1 expression was identical in both
wild type and revertant, but strongly increased in the LCL generated with the ΔAll mutant in 2
out of 3 cases, the remaining case showing a minor LMP1 increase in the ΔAll mutant (S8A
Fig). It is interesting to note that LMP1 expression varied in LCLs infected with wild type M81
varied markedly between blood samples, with a minority of LCLs showing a much stronger
expression. In these latter cases only, the absence of BART did not or only hardly increased
LMP1 expression that was already high in the wild type LCL, suggesting that cellular polymor-
phisms modulate LMP1 expression. Highly variable LMP1 transcription rates in LCLs infected
with the same virus were previously reported [27]. We also addressed the relationship between
LMP1 expression and lytic replication by infecting 2 additional blood samples with wild type
M81, the ΔAll mutant as well as with a mutant that lacks BZLF1 and BRLF1 and is replication-
deficient (M81/ΔZR). We confirmed that BZLF1 expression was higher in the LCLs generated
with the ΔAll mutant than in the wild type control. As expected the LCLs generated with M81/
ΔZR did not replicate at all. In both samples LMP1 expression was identical in the LCLs gener-
ated either with wild type virus or with M81/ΔZR and was weaker than in the LCLs infected
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with ΔAll (S8B Fig). Altogether, we found that LMP1 expression was stronger after infection
with ΔAll in 7 out of 9 independent LCLs.

The BART miRNAs were previously found to increase resistance to apoptosis though inhi-
bition of caspase 3 expression [9]. Therefore, we gauged caspase 3 expression at the protein
level using a western blot analysis in infected cells from 4 different donors. This assay showed a
2 to 5-fold increase in caspase 3 expression in all cases. We also assessed the ability of LCLs to

Fig 7. B cells infected by viruses that lack the BARTmiRNAs express higher levels of caspase 3 and LMP1 and are more resistant to drugs that
inducemitochondria-mediated apoptosis. (A) LCLs transformed by M81 or M81/ΔAll from 4 independent donors were subjected to immunoblotting with
antibodies specific to viral latent proteins (EBNA3A, 3B, 3C, EBNA2, LMP1 and LMP2A), viral lytic proteins (BZLF1), caspase 3, and actin. The levels of
expression of these proteins are also represented in a bar chart. (B and C) Apoptosis was induced in five pairs of LCLs transformed by M81 or M81/ΔAll.
Scatter plots represent the percentage of apoptotic cells as determined by TUNEL assays (B) or by immunostaining with antibodies directed against cleaved
caspase 3 (C). DMSO or ethanol-treated samples were used as controls. P values lower than 0.05 obtained after paired t-student tests are indicated. Please
also refer to S7 and S8 Figs.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1005344.g007
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withstand an apoptotic stress by incubating the cell lines with a panel of apoptosis-inducing
drugs including Ionomycin, Staurosporine, Simvastatin and Etoposide [28]. The levels of apo-
ptosis were assessed by TUNEL or caspase 3 cleavage assays. We could not identify significant
differences between LCLs infected with the mutants or with the controls after treatment with
Etoposide or Simvastatin (Fig 7B and 7C). However, whilst treatment with Ionomycin gave
rise to more apoptosis in LCLs infected with wild type viruses in TUNEL assays, staining with
caspase 3 revealed increased apoptosis in wild type LCLs treated with Staurosporine.

Discussion
The study of spontaneous EBV lytic replication has been hampered by the propensity of the
virus to enter latency in infected cells. LCLs initiate some degree of lytic replication after treat-
ment with chemicals such as TPA or butyrate [29]. Some non-lymphoid cell lines such as 293
cells can support lytic replication after transfection with BZLF1 [30]. Infection of primary epi-
thelial cells gives rise to spontaneous lytic replication but the efficiency of infection remains
low and these cells are difficult to grow in large numbers [31,32]. Thus, tractable experimental
systems have not been available for a long time. However, M81, a virus isolated from an NPC
patient replicates strongly in primary B cells isolated from any individual tested so far [21].
Furthermore, M81 is amenable to a genetic analysis after its cloning as a bacterial artificial
chromosome [21]. We addressed the function of the BART miRNAs by constructing viruses
that evince partial or complete deletions of this locus, as well as a revertant thereof. We found
that the BART miRNAs negatively regulate spontaneous lytic replication in B cells, as their
excision from the M81 viral genome gives rise to an increase in spontaneous lytic replication in
vitro and in vivo in humanized mice. This phenotypic trait disappears in the revertant virus or
upon complementation. The BART miRNAs seem to target BZLF1 directly as its mRNA is
recruited more efficiently to the RISC in cells infected by wild type virus than in LCLs gener-
ated with the BART miRNA knockout virus and expression of a luciferase gene fused to BZLF1
3’UTR is lower in LCLs generated with wild type virus relative to LCLs generated with the ΔAll
virus. However, the difficulties to transfect primary LCLs with high efficiency somehow quali-
fies the latter result. Typically, miRNAs and their cognate targets are expressed in the same
cells and the miRNA down-regulate protein expression in all cells that express them. In LCLs,
the BART miRNAs are expressed in latently infected cells that do not express the BZLF1.
Therefore, the BART miRNAs can only exert their function on BZLF1 in the minority of cells
that initiate lytic replication in a given LCL. Thus, they do not directly control lytic replication
but come into play only in cells that have already initiated BZLF1 synthesis. Such a scenario fits
with the observation that the number of spontaneously replicating cells in LCLs infected with
M81/ΔAll does not exceed 15%. The remaining 85% are devoid of BART miRNAs but never-
theless remain BZLF1-negative. However, in cells that have already initiated lytic replication
through expression of BZLF1, the expression of the BART miRNAs apparently needs to be
lower than in non-replicating cells. This, combined with the observation that individual repli-
cating cells in LCLs infected with wild type or with M81/ΔAll express the BZLF1 protein at the
same level suggests that the halved level of BART miRNAs present in replicating cells infected
with wild type viruses is too low to efficiently down-regulate BZLF1 protein. This would mean
that the expression of the BART miRNAs needs be lower than in latent cells, but does not need
necessarily need to be completely extinguished.

It remains unclear at this point whether the BART miRNAs are actively downregulated in
replicating cells through an unknown active molecular mechanism, or whether the expression
of the BART miRNA is stochastically distributed within the different cells of a LCL, with repli-
cation taking place in cells that happen to express low levels of these non-coding small RNAs.
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We previously observed that B cells infected with M81 sustain lytic replication over long peri-
ods of time, exceeding 3 months of continuous cell culture growth [21]. However, even in these
cells, lytic replication eventually stopped. It is interesting to note that the BARTmiRNAs, prob-
ably independently of their effects on BZLF1, also interfere with the mechanisms that control
the long-term ability of a lymphoid cell to support lytic replication, as LCLs generated with
M81/ΔAll keep producing virus when LCLs established from the same patient with wild type
EBV do not anymore. However, replication in LCLs generated with M81/ΔAll also decreases
with time, suggesting that the BART miRNAs accelerate this long-term mode of control of lytic
replication but are independent of it. Thus, the BART miRNAs could interfere with lytic repli-
cation in several ways, negatively modulating lytic replication at its onset through its effect on
BZLF1, but also influencing the long-term ability of the LCL to support lytic replication by
interfering with the selection process that favors latency.

We then turned our attention to the miRNAs within the cluster that affect BZLF1 expres-
sion. Because the cluster encodes 22 miRNAs, we addressed the role played by the subcluster 1,
subcluster 2 and miR-BART2 in this process. We found that viruses devoid of the subcluster 2
or of miR-BART2 do not differ from wild type viruses in their ability to control the expression
of BZLF1. However, a virus that lacks both subcluster 1 and subcluster 2 expressed more
BZLF1 than those infected with a subcluster 1 deletion mutant. This demonstrates that subclus-
ter 1 plays a predominant role in the control of lytic replication but also that subcluster 2 con-
tributes to this process. We did not identify any difference between the ΔC1C2 and the ΔAll
viruses in terms of BZLF1 protein expression. Thus, miR-BART-2 does not seem to be impli-
cated in the onset of lytic replication although it clearly modulates BALF5 expression as previ-
ously shown and confirmed in the presented study [26]. Two BART miRNAs that belong to
subcluster 2 have been proposed to control lytic replication through modulation of BZLF1 and
BRLF1 expression. Jung et al. demonstrated that miR-BART20-5p suppressed lytic replication
through direct targeting of BZLF1 and BRLF1 mRNAs in a variety of EBV-positive epithelial
cell lines [18]. MiR-BART20-5p is not or barely expressed in EBV-transformed LCLs and is
thus unlikely to play a substantial role in spontaneous lytic replication in B cells [10]. MiR--
BART18-5p was found to repress lytic replication in anti-Ig-treated Akata Burkitt’s lymphoma
cell lines and in LCLs induced by TPA through its ability to target MAP3K2 [20]. These models
display obvious differences with the spontaneous replication of LCLs that could explain the rel-
atively minor role that we ascribed to the subcluster 2. Therefore, it is possible that miR--
BART18-5p plays an essential role in induced but not in spontaneous lytic replication. Our
data point to a control of BZLF1 expression shared by multiple BART miRNAs whose individ-
ual contribution might be very limited and undetectable in viruses lacking a single miRNA. In
such a case, only deletion of a subset of BART miRNAs could reveal their effect on BZLF1
expression and lytic replication.

We also evaluated the role played by the BART miRNAs in the control of EBV-mediated
transformation. We found that the deletion of the BART cluster does not influence the trans-
formation abilities of the virus in vitro. Its impact in humanized mice was more complex to
assess. Mice infected with ΔAll or with wild type viruses developed similar tumor burdens.
However, this tumor load was already present after 5 weeks of infection in 4 out of 7 mice
infected with ΔAll, whilst it took two additional weeks in the remaining animals. Importantly,
mice infected with the BART miRNA knockout experienced a higher level of lytic replication
that should theoretically allow infection of a larger number of B cells, thereby increasing the
ensuing tumor mass. However, higher lytic replication might also boost the immune response
against replicating cells. Therefore, we turned to non-humanized immunocompromized mice
that cannot mount an immune response and do not have a large reservoir of EBV-negative
resting B cells that can be infected by the viruses produced by a replicating B cell. We find that
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injection of freshly isolated peripheral blood B cells exposed to viruses and injected intraperito-
neally gives rise to lymphoid tumors. This experiment allowed direct comparison of the trans-
forming capacities of the virus and of the mutant. It showed that the tumor incidence is more
than twice as high in animals treated with B cells infected by ΔAll and that the tumor burden
was on average 5 times higher relative to B cells exposed to wild type virus.

We conclude that the absence of BART miRNAs efficiently supported the growth of EBV-
transformed cells. This apparently contradicts numerous studies that implicated the BART
miRNAs in EBV-induced epithelial carcinogenesis. Here again, the much higher expression
levels in EBV-associated carcinomas needs to be considered. Along the same line, a recently
established xenograft model in NSG mice that clearly implicates the BART miRNAs in tumori-
genesis uses cells that express the BART miRNAs at even higher levels than in NPC [33]. The
expression levels of some EBV latent proteins were also moderately increased in some LCLs
transformed by the M81/ΔAll mutant. Although this might have contributed to the increased
transforming abilities of the mutant, this increase was inconstant and lower in intensity than
observed for BZLF1 or LMP1. This suggests that the effect on these latent proteins was indirect.
LMP2A was suggested to be a target of the BART miRNAs but we could not confirm this
observation in our experimental system [34]. We also evaluated the impact of the BART miR-
NAs on apoptosis or more generally cell death in infected B cells. We could not observe any
increase in apoptosis in LCLs generated with the BART miRNA-negative virus, but to the con-
trary a moderate protective effect after treatment with some pro-apoptotic drugs such as Staur-
osporine. Ionomycin induced a higher level of cell death as assessed by an increased number of
cells in TUNEL assay but did not modify the level of cleaved caspase 3. Therefore, it is unlikely
to reflect an increased level of apoptosis. Reciprocally, Staurosporine increased the percentage
of cleaved caspase 3 but not the percentage of positive cells in TUNEL assays, suggesting that
the cells entered the apoptosis pathway but could not complete it. We then evaluated the influ-
ence of BART miRNAs on some proteins involved in the regulation of apoptosis in EBV-
infected cells. We found that the caspase 3 protein is increased after excision of the BART
miRNA cluster in LCLs infected with M81/ΔAll. Caspase 3 has been found as a direct target of
the BART miRNAs in Burkitt’s lymphoma cells but a more recent study performed on the
NPC C666 cell line could not confirm these results [9,17]. This raises the intriguing possibility
of a different mode of interaction between the caspase 3 mRNA and the BART miRNAs in dif-
ferent cell lineages. Our own results cannot distinguish between a direct and an indirect effect
of the BART miRNAs on caspase 3 expression.

Importantly, the LCLs that showed increased caspase 3 protein production also expressed
the LMP1 protein at higher levels than the controls. This confirms previous studies that iden-
tify this viral oncoprotein as a direct target of the BART miRNAs [25,35,36]. Importantly,
although immunohistochemistry is not an accurate quantitative method, we found that LMP1
is expressed at clearly higher levels in mice infected with ΔAll and this event is likely to have
boosted cell growth. LMP1 has been found to facilitate extrinsic apoptosis through its ability to
increase the expression of CD95 [37]. Furthermore, the LMP1 transmembrane domain acti-
vates apoptosis through activation of the unfolded protein response [38]. However, LMP1 can
also protect against apoptosis through induction of BCL2A1, a member of the BCL2 family of
proteins [38], or though inactivation of the p53 protein [39]. As EBV-infected cells express
LMP1, the anti-apoptotic effect of this viral protein seems to predominate in infected cells [38].
In LCLs that carry the M81/ΔAll mutant, the increase in LMP1 might predominate over the
induction of pro-apoptotic proteins caused by the absence of BART miRNAs. Interestingly, the
BART miRNAs were found to have anti-apoptotic properties in Burkitt’s lymphoma cells in
which apoptosis was induced by the loss of the EBV genome with the help of a dominant nega-
tive version of EBNA1. In that case, LMP1 was not present in cells transfected with the BART
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miRNAs. It is interesting to note that LMP1 is rarely expressed in EBV-associated carcinomas
and this might reflect the repressive effects of the BART miRNAs that are produced at much
higher levels in this context [2,5]. The BART cluster offers a good example of how the expres-
sion level influences the functions of miRNAs. They also show that miRNAs can have a marked
influence on cellular functions even if expressed at seemingly low levels. However, it is impor-
tant to note that the BART miRNAs are expressed on average at slightly higher levels than the
BHRF1 miRNAs in LCLs or even than some crucial cellular miRNAs such as those belonging
to the let7 family in hematopoietic stem cells in which miRNAs play a crucial role in cell differ-
entiation [10,40].

In conclusion, we used recombinant viruses to reveal functions of the BART miRNA locus
that result from multiple, sometimes even contradictory alterations of viral and cellular func-
tions in cells infected in vitro and in vivo. This obviously reflects their high number, but also
the fact that they collaborate to downregulate targets such as BZLF1 as shown in the present
paper, or NDGR1 as previously reported [41]. Virus knockouts that lack single BART miRNA
or a subset of them will provide useful tools to dissect their multiple and intricate molecular
functions.

Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
All human primary B cells used in this study were isolated from anonymous buffy-coats pur-
chased from the Blood Bank of the University of Heidelberg. No ethical approval is required.
All animal experiments were performed in strict accordance with German animal protection
law (TierSchG) and were approved by the federal veterinary office at the Regierungspräsidium
Karlsruhe, Germany (Approval number G156-12). The mice were housed in the class II con-
tainment laboratories of the German Cancer Research and handled in accordance with good
animal practice with the aim of minimizing animal suffering and reducing mice usage as
defined by Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science Associations (FELASA) and the
Society for Laboratory Animal Science (GV-SOLAS).

Cell lines and primary cells
HEK293 cell line is a neuro-endocrine cell line obtained by transformation of embryonic epi-
thelial kidney cells with adenovirus (ATCC: CRL-1573) [42,43]. DG-75 is an EBV-negative cell
line that was established from a pleural effusion of a patient with a primary abdominal lym-
phoma that resembled Burkitt’s lymphoma (ATCC: CRL-2625) [44]. Peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells from buffy coats purchased from the blood bank in Heidelberg were purified on a
Ficoll cushion and CD19-positive primary B-lymphocytes were isolated using M-450 CD19
(Pan B) Dynabeads (Dynal) and were detached using Detachabead (Dynal). WI38 are primary
human lung embryonic fibroblasts (ATCC: CCL-75). All cells were routinely cultured in
RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)(Bio-
chrom), and primary B cells were supplemented with 20% FBS until establishment of LCLs.

Oligonucleotides
All synthesized oligonucleotides used for cloning or PCR are listed in S2 Table.

Construction of recombinant viruses and virus production
The wild type EBV strain M81 is available as a recombinant BACMID [21]. The viral genome
was cloned onto a prokaryotic F-plasmid that carries the chloramphenicol (Cam) resistance
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gene, the gene for green fluorescent protein (GFP), and the Hygromycin resistance gene
(B240). All PCR primers used for PCR cloning or chromosomal building are listed in S2 Table
and are based on the M81 EBV sequence (GenBank accession number KF373730.1). Deletion
of the miR-BART subcluster 1 (deletion from nt 139133 to nt 140132) generated ΔC1; deletion
of the miR-BART subcluster 2 (deletion from nt 145492 to nt 148777) gave rise to ΔC2. These
mutations were achieved by homologous recombination of the recombinant virus with a linear
DNA fragment that encodes the kanamycin resistance gene, flanked by Flp recombination
sites, and short DNA regions homologous to the regions immediately outside of the deletion to
be obtained, as described [45]. The double knockout BART miRNA subcluster 1 plus subclus-
ter 2 (ΔC1C2) was obtained by excising the kanamycin cassette present in ΔC1 with FLP
recombinase, followed by a deletion of BART miRNA subcluster 2 via linear targeting with the
PCR product that yielded ΔC2. The ΔAll mutant that lacks all BART miRNAs was obtained by
exchanging the miR-BART-2’s seed region with an unrelated sequence in the ΔC1C2 recombi-
nant virus using chromosomal building [45]. This mutagenesis generated an additional AclI
restriction site and digestion with this enzyme allows distinction between the mutant and the
wild-type sequences (S1 Fig). We applied the same strategy to the wild type M81 BAC to obtain
a recombinant EBV that lacks mir-BART-2 only (Δb2). We constructed a revertant of ΔAll
using chromosomal building on the basis of the original parental M81/ΔAll Bacmid before pas-
saging in 293. Here the complete BART miRNA locus, from the miR-BART subcluster 1 to
miR-BART2, was cloned from the M81 BAC and reintroduced into the M81/ΔAll BAC
genome.

We introduced the rat CD2 gene under the control of an EA-D promoter into the BXLF1
gene of the M81 genome (nt 131044 to nt 133362) by homologous recombination using a linear
vector that included the kanamycin resistance cassette as a selection marker. The disruption of
BXLF1 gene does not interfere with the growth of LCLs [46,47]. Upon induction of the lytic
replication, CD2 is expressed at the surface of replicating cells. CD2-positive cells can be pulled
down with a specific monoclonal antibody (OX34) coupled with anti-mouse IgG Dynabeads
and submitted to protein or RNA extraction.

Stable transfection of EBV-BAC and plasmid rescue into E. coli
Recombinant EBV plasmids were lipotransfected into HEK293 cells using Metafectene (Meta-
fectene, Biontex) and the selection of stable 293 cell clones carrying the recombinant EBV plas-
mid was achieved by adding hygromycin to the culture medium (100 μg/ml) as previously
described [48]. To assess the genome integrity of recombinant EBV within the stable clones,
the circular EBV genomes present in these cells were extracted using a denaturation-renatur-
ation method [49] and transferred into the E.Coli strain DH10B by electroporation (1000V,
25μF, 200 Ohms). The transformed E.Coli clones were further assessed by restriction enzyme
analysis of plasmid minipreparations.

Virus induction
293 cells stably transfected with recombinant EBV-BACs were transfected with expression
plasmids encoding BZLF1 (p509) and BALF4 (pRA) using the liposome-based transfectant
Metafectene (Biontex). Three days after transfection, virus supernatants were collected and fil-
tered through a 0.4 μm filter.

Complementation experiments
B1124 is a plasmid that contains a bi-directional tetracycline-inducible CMV promoter that
encodes a truncated nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR) on one site, and the BART miRNA
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subcluster 1 and 2 without the PstI repeats and the LF3 gene on the other. B1034 contains only
NGFR and was used as a negative control. M81/ΔAll LCLs were electroporated with either
B1034 or B1124 and cultured with 1 μg/ml doxycycline for 30 days. NGFR-positive cells were
isolated with specific antibodies and used for protein and RNA analyses.

Quantification of viral titers
To evaluate EBV genome equivalents per milliliter of supernatant, viral supernatants were
treated with DNase I. Following a subsequent treatment with proteinase K, we used quantita-
tive real-time PCR analysis (qPCR) with primers and probe specific for the non-repetitive EBV
BALF5 gene sequence to measure the EBV copy numbers in the supernatants [50]. The quanti-
fication of EBV DNA genome copies per milliliter in the blood of infected mice was performed
from genomic DNA extracted from total blood by using regular phenol extraction.

Real-time RT-PCR
RNA extracted with Trizol from LCLs was reverse transcribed with AMV-reverse transcriptase
(Roche) using a mix of random primers The primers and probes used to detect BZLF1 are
listed in the S1 table. The PCR and data analysis was carried out using the universal thermal
cycling protocol on an ABI STEP ONE PLUS Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosys-
tems). All samples were run in duplicates, together with primers specific to the human
GAPDH gene to normalize for variations in cDNA recovery.

BART miRNAs extracted from cells with Trizol were reverse transcribed using specific
stem-loop primers and TaqMan miRNA reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems), as
described elsewhere [8]. The sequences of the stem-loop primers, primers and probes are listed
in S2 Table. Reverse transcription and amplification of the cellular snoRNA RNU48 was per-
formed in parallel to normalize for cDNA recovery (Assay ID 001006; Applied Biosystems).
Real-time PCR was performed on an ABI STEP ONE PLUS Sequence Detection System
(Applied Biosystems).

Virus infections
B cells purified from peripheral blood were exposed to viral supernatant for two hours, then
washed once with PBS and cultured with RPMI supplemented with 20% FBS in the absence of
immunosuppressive drugs. For transformation assays, the percentages of EBNA2 positive cells
in the infected samples were evaluated by immunostaining with a specific antibody at 3 days
post-infection (dpi). Cell populations containing 3 or 30 EBNA2-positive cells per well were
seeded into 48 wells of U-bottomed 96-well plates that contained 103 gamma-irradiated WI38
feeder cells. Non-infected B cells were used as a negative control. Outgrowth of lymphoblastoid
cell clones (LCLs) was monitored at 33 dpi. We also incubated 105 primary B cells with 25ml of
cell-free LCL culture supernatants for 2 hours. These cells were plated on 96 well cluster plates
at a concentration of 103 cells per well, together with the same number of gamma-irradiated
feeder cells.

Antibodies
We stained infected cells with mouse monoclonal antibodies against BZLF1 (Clone BZ.1),
gp350/220 (Clone 72A1), EBNA2 (Clone PE2) and a Cy-3-conjugated goat-anti-mouse sec-
ondary antibody (Dianova, Invitrogen). We performed western blots with mouse monoclonal
antibodies against BZLF1 (Clone BZ.1), gp350 (Clone OT6), DICER (clone F10, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology), LMP1 (clone CS1-4), EBNA2 (clone PE2), and Actin (clone ACTN05,C4,
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Dianova). We also used rabbit polyclonal antibodies against caspase-3 (Cell Signalling Tech-
nology) and rat monoclonal antibodies (kindly provided by Dr. E. Kremmer Helmholtz Zen-
trumMunich and Dr. F. Grässer, University of Homburg) against Ago2 (clone 11A9;),
EBNA3A (clone E3AN-4A5), EBNA3B (clone 6C9), EBNA3C (clone A10), LMP2A (clone
4E11), BALF5 (clone 4C12). Mouse monoclonal antibodies specific to LMP1 (clone S12, BD
Pharmingen), BZLF1 (Clone BZ.1) and gp350 (Clone OT6) were used for immunohistochemi-
cal staining against EBV proteins in infected murine tissues.

Immunostaining
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature and per-
meabilized in PBS 0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 min except for samples stained for viral glycopro-
teins (gp350). Cells were incubated with the first antibody for 30 min, washed in PBS three
times, and incubated with a secondary antibody conjugated to Cy-3 for 30 min before embed-
ding in 90% glycerol.

Western blot analysis
Proteins were extracted with a standard lysis buffer (150 mMNaCl, 0.5% NP-40, 1% Sodium
deoxycholat, 0.1% SDS, 5 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, proteinase inhibitor cocktail
(Roche)) for 15 min on ice followed by sonication to shear the genomic DNA. Up to 20μg of
proteins denatured in Laemmli buffer for 5 min at 95 degree were separated on SDS-polyacryl-
amide gels and electroblotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Hybond C, Amersham). Pro-
teins extracted to assess gp350 expression were prepared in Laemmli buffer without
2-mercaptoethanol. After pre-incubation of the blot in 3% milk dry powder in PBST (PBS with
0.2% Triton-X100), the antibody against the target protein was added and incubated at room
temperature for 1 hr. After extensive washings in PBST, the blot was incubated for 1 hr with
suitable secondary antibodies coupled to horseradish peroxidase (goat anti-mouse (Promega),
goat anti-rabbit (Life technologies), or rabbit anti-goat (Santa Cruz) IgG). Bound antibodies
were revealed using the ECL detection reagent (Pierce).

RISC immunoprecipitation assay (RISC-IP)
6 × 108 cells were washed twice in ice-cold PBS and subsequently lysed in 5 ml lysis buffer con-
taining 25 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5 mM DTT, 200
u/ml RNAse inhibitor and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Lysates were incubated for 30
min on ice and clarified by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 30 min at 4°C. To estimate the recov-
ery of miRNAs after RISC-IP, total RNA was prepared from 10% of the cell lysates using the
TRIzol RNA Isolation Reagents (Life technologies) following the manufacturer's instructions.
6 μg of purified Rat-monoclonal anti-hAgo2 antibody (11A9; Helmholtz Zentrum Munich) or
of monoclonal anti-BrdU-antibody (Abcam) was mixed with 20 μl of Dynabeads Protein G
(Dynabeads Protein G Immunoprecipitation Kit, Life technologies) and subsequently incu-
bated with 2.5 ml of cell lysates for 4–6 hours under constant rotation at 4°C. The beads were
then washed four times with IP wash buffer (300 mMNaCl, 50 mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM
MgCl2, 0.1% NP-40, 1 mM NaF) and once with PBS to remove residual detergents. The beads
were resuspended with 300μl of proteinase K buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl PH 7,4 / 50 mMNaCl
/10 mM EDTA) in the presence of proteinase K (0.33 mg/ml) and incubated for exactly 30 min
at 37°C with shaking at 600 rpm and immediately transferred onto ice. Total RNA present in
complexes after RISC-IP was purified by using TRIzol RNA Isolation Reagents and dissolved
in 50 μl RNase-free water.
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Luciferase reporter assays
The 3’UTR regions of the M81 BZLF1 and BALF5 genes were PCR amplified with the pair of
primers listed in S2 table. The PCR products were digested with EcoRI and XhoI and ligated
into the firefly luciferase expressing vector, pGL4.5 (Promega), which had firstly been modified
to insert EcoRI and XhoI cutting sites behind the luciferase coding region. The luciferase
reporter assays were performed by electroporation of 10 million LCL cells with 5μg of a
pcDNA3.1-CD2 plasmid that encodes a truncated rat CD2 protein and 10μg of the different
luciferase expression plasmids. 48 hours post electroporation, cells were washed twice with
PBS and the luciferase activity was measured by the Beetle-Juice firefly luciferase assay system
(PJK). The transfected cells were also immunostained with an antibody specific to rat CD2 to
evaluate the electroporation efficiency.

SYBR green real-time PCR
Total RNA isolated from LCLs or equal volumes of RNA post RISC-IP from different samples
were reverse transcribed with AMV-reverse transcriptase (Roche) using a mix of random hex-
amers. The mRNAs of interest were quantified with the Power SYBR green PCRMix (Life
technologies) using primer pairs specific to the gene of interest. Data analysis was carried out
with the universal thermal cycling protocol of the ABI STEP ONE PLUS Sequence Detection
System (Applied Biosystems).

Human immune system component reconstitution in mice (huNSG-A2
mice) for EBV infection
We generated humanized mice by intrahepatical injection of human CD34-positive hematopoi-
etic progenitor cells (HPCs) in irradiated (1 Gy) newborn NSG-A2 mice (NOD.Cg-Prkdcsci-
dIl2rgtm1WjlTg (HLA-A2.1) 1Enge/SzJ) (huNSG-A2 mice). CD34-positive HPCs were isolated
from human fetal liver tissue (Advanced Bioscience Resources, Alameda, CA, USA) using a
human CD34 purifying Microbead kit (Miltenyi Biotec). We used 2 liver samples to generate the
12 humanized mice used in this study. The percentage of human CD45 positive cells was evalu-
ated 12 weeks after HPC transplantation and only mice with more than 40% of human CD45-po-
sitive cells were infected. We performed a titration of viral stocks by infecting primary B cells
with increasing dilutions. The infected cells were stained at 3 dpi to determine an EBNA2-posi-
tive B cells/ml virus titer. In all experiments, we injected intra-peritoneally in each mouse enough
viruses to generate 5x106 EBNA2-positive cells as described [21]. Peripheral blood samples were
drawn 5 weeks post-infection. Mice were euthanized at week 8 except if signs of animal suffering
became apparent and we examined their blood and tissues for signs of viral infection.

Transformation experiments in non-humanized NSGmice
We isolated human CD19+ B cells from buffy coats and exposed to virus supernatants at a moi
sufficient to generate 20% of EBNA2-positive cells for 2 hours at room temperature under con-
stant agitation. The infected cells were collected by centrifugation and washed twice with PBS
for two times. 2�10ˆ6 infected primary B cells, equivalent to 4�10ˆ5 infected cells were injected
intraperitoneally into NSG mice. The mice were euthanized at 5 weeks post injection, autopsied
and their organs were subjected to macroscopic and microscopic investigation.

Immunohistochemistry
The organs from the studied mice were fixed in 10% formalin overnight and embedded in par-
affin blocks. 3-μm-thin continuous sections were prepared and submitted to antigen retrieval
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at 98°C for 40 min in a 10 mM sodium citrate, 0.05% Tween20 pH 6.0 solution. Bound anti-
bodies were visualized with the Envision+ Dual link system-HRP (Dako). In parallel, adjacent
sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The presence of EBV was detected
by in situ hybridization with an EBER-specific PNA probe, in conjunction with a PNA detec-
tion kit (Dako). Pictures were taken with a camera attached to a light microscope (Axioplan,
Zeiss).

Apoptosis assay
We induced apoptosis in LCLs (5�105 cell per well of a 48-well-plate) transformed by ΔAll or
wild type viruses at 40–60 dpi by adding Etoposide (4μg/ml, Sigma Aldrich) or Staurosporine
(4μg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) to the culture medium for 20 hrs. Cells were also treated with Iono-
mycin (4μg/ml, Sigma Aldrich) for 48 hrs or Simvastatin (2μM, Calbiochem) for 5 days. We
included DMSO-treated cells and ethanol-treated cells as controls. Cells were then washed
twice with ice-cold PBS, dried on glass slides and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS to
perform a TUNEL assay that labels apoptotic cells with DNA breaks (Cell Death Detection Kit,
TMR red, Roche) following the instruction of manufacturer. Cells were also stained with a rab-
bit antibody specific for cleaved caspase 3 (Cell signal technology).

Statistical analysis
All results obtained in in vitro studies with LCLs generated by EBV wild type or mutants with
B cells from the same blood donors were paired and analyzed by paired student t-test.
Unpaired student t-test was applied for analyzing the grouped humanized or non-humanized
NSG mice infected by either M81 or M81/ΔAll virus. All p-values were analyzed as 2-tailed
and the values equal to 0.05 or less were considered significant unless indicated. We used a Chi
square test to analyze the tumor incidence in humanized and non-humanized mice. The statis-
tical analyses were performed with the GraphPad Prism 5 software.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Construction of the M81 BART miRNAmutants. (A) Schematic map of a segment
from the rM81 genome that encompasses the BART miRNA region. The deletion mutants
were obtained by replacing the BART miRNA subcluster 1 and 2 with a kanamycin resistance
cassette or by mutating miR-BART-2 so as to introduce an Acl1 restriction site. (B) These
restriction analyses from DNA Bacmid minipreparations show the restriction pattern of the
M81/ΔC1, M81/ΔC2, M81/Δb2 and M81/ΔAll knockout mutants. The investigated samples
include rM81 bacmids after construction in E.coli or after rescue from the producer cell lines.
The viral DNAs were cleaved with HindIII or AclI and separated on an agarose gel. The paren-
tal rM81 recombinant EBV plasmid was loaded as a control. The arrows indicate the viral
DNA fragments whose sizes differ between the wild type rM81 and the mutants as illustrated
in the schematic shown in (A).
(TIF)

S2 Fig. BART miRNA and mRNA expression pattern in LCLs infected with the mutated
viruses. (A)We performed quantitative stem loop RT-PCR with primers specific for multiple
BART miRNAs located within the different clusters on LCLs generated with the different
mutants. The observed values were normalized to those obtained from LCL transformed by
wild type M81 and given in a bars graph. The standard variation of three technical replicates is
given. (B) We assessed the expression of BART transcripts in 4 independent LCLs infected
with M81 or M81/ΔAll LCLs using quantitative RT-PCR with primers specific for the exon7b
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of the BART transcript. The recorded values were each normalized relative to those collected
from the analysis of the LCL transformed by wild type M81. The boxplot shows the mean value
and quartiles of the observed values. A statistical analysis was performed using 2-tailed paired
student t test.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. LCLs transformed by a virus devoid of the BART miRNAs express BZLF1 at higher
levels. (A) We performed immunoblots analyses on extracts from 11 additional LCL pairs
transformed with M81 andM81/ΔAll at 40–50 dpi with antibodies specific for BZLF1 and actin
(A to K). The relative intensities of the signals was quantified using the ImageJ software and are
given as a graph of bars. (B) The boxplot summarizes the BZLF1 protein level in 17 pairs of
LCLs transformed by M81 andM81/ΔAll shown in Figs 1, 7 and S3A. We excluded the results
of sample G that recorded a 40-fold enhancement of BZLF1 expression in the LCL generated
with ΔAll to avoid skewing effects due to an outlier. We used a two-tailed paired student t test to
evaluate the statistical significance of the results and show the resulting calculated p value.
(TIF)

S4 Fig. Increased viral miRNA expression after RISC immunoprecipitation. (A) Immuno-
blots with antibodies Ago2 protein performed on RISC immunoprecipitated with an anti-Ago2
antibody. The figure shows the results of a RISC immunoprecipitation performed with LCLs
transformed with M81 and M81/ΔAll. (B) The specific RISC immunoprecipitation leads to a
massive enrichment in miR-BHRF1-1, as assessed by stem loop qPCR. The results give the dif-
ference between the Ct values (ΔCt) obtained after stem loop qPCR performed on the immu-
noprecipitates obtained with the anti-Ago2 antibody or with the anti-BrdU antibody.
(TIF)

S5 Fig. The miRNA subcluster1 is mainly but not exclusively responsible for the control of
BZLF1 expression. The figure shows Western blot analyses of one set of LCL generated with
one B cell sample and M81, M81/ΔAll, M81/ΔC1, M81/ΔC2, M81/ΔC1C2, M81/Δb2, M81/
ΔZR. The proteins were stained with a BZLF1-specific antibody. The LCLs were stained at 42
(A) and 101 (B) days post-infection. The relative intensity of the signals were quantified using
the ImageJ software and are also displayed as a graph of bars. One more sample is shown in Fig
5.
(TIF)

S6 Fig. B cells infected with EBV deprived of the BART miRNAs accelerate tumor growth
after injection into NSGmice. Freshly isolated primary B cells from the peripheral blood were
exposed to M81 or M81/ΔAll viruses in vitro for 2 hours at room temperature and immediately
injected into NSG mice intraperitoneally. B cells from one blood donor infected with wild type
or mutant virus were injected into 8 mice, infected B cells from a second blood donor were
injected into 6 mice. The experiment was terminated at the end of the 5th week post-injection.
The figure shows the tumor incidence in (A) as well as the weight of the main tumor burden
that invaded the pancreatic region in (B). (C-H) show the multiple immunohistological stains
of the large tumors that developed in the pancreatic area. (C) Continuous tissue sections were
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), immunostained with antibodies specific for
BZLF1, gp350, LMP1, EBNA2, or subjected to an in situ hybridization with an EBER-specific
probe. Two tumors from 2 mice in each group are shown. (D) The number of EBER positive
cells per 0.04μm2 (surface of the field at high magnification) is given in this boxplot. (E-H) The
boxplots display the ratio between (E) BZLF1-, (F) gp350-, (G) LMP1-, or (H) EBNA2-positive
cells versus EBER-positive cells.
(TIF)
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S7 Fig. A BART-miRNAs null mutant retains wild type transformation abilities.We com-
pared the transformation abilities of M81 and M81/ΔAll by counting the number of outgrow-
ing wells in 96 well plates seeded with infected primary B cells containing either 3 or 30
EBNA2-positive cells after 5 weeks. The bar chart shows the arithmetic mean of four indepen-
dent experiments and their standard deviation.
(TIF)

S8 Fig. The enhanced LMP1 protein production in LCLs generated with the M81/ΔAll
mutant is independent of lytic replication and disappears after infection with its revertant.
(A) The immunoblots shown in Fig 1A were stripped and restained with antibodies specific for
LMP1. (B) Extracts from 2 sets of independent LCLs generated with M81, M81/ΔAll or M81/
ΔZR viruses were used to performWestern blots with antibodies against LMP1, BZLF1, and
actin. The relative intensity of signals of each analysis was quantified using the ImageJ software
and are given as a graph of bars.
(TIF)

S1 Table. Macroscopic and histological features of NSG mice treated with EBV-infected
primary B cells.
(DOCX)

S2 Table. Oligonucleotides used in this study.
(DOCX)
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